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Where to start... I have been an archer since I was about 10 years old and have shot all forms and
styles from longbow, Olympic Recurve to Compound un aid through to my current set up of MBR
(Compound with pins ) so I fully understand some of the frustrations on and off the field from
archers.
I am on this committee represent the members and ensure that all clubs are treated fairly, and
what is offered to one club gets offered to all clubs, which has not happened in the past.
I personally contribute to this committee is as followsTwo years ago to generate extra income into 3DAAA even though I was told no one will be
interested. I started a sponsorship program, which continues to grow every month. This is
predominantly seen at sanctioned events through sponsored scorecards and banner.
I also resurrected our merchandise side of things with shirts and hats and are looking at more
available options.
I am a representative for 3DAAA on the Archery Alliance committee.
I travel regularly to the USA most years and get ideas on how to improve our sport.
I have been helping organize the 2017 nationals at Nambucca Heads.
Most of all I feel I have a strong connection with all archers, which gives me the ability to
communicate with our community if allowed.
While I do not Fully agreed with all decisions made by past and current committee members, we
are a committee who needs to work together. My only concern is when I am excluded in having a
say for our members, which has happened in some recent cases.
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